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Thank you for flying ADVANCE
Our sincere thanks to you for deciding on an EPSILON 7 - another
ADVANCE quality product. We hope that you will enjoy many rewarding hours in the air with it.
This Operating Manual is an important companion to the paraglider.
In it there are instructions and important information about safety,
care and maintenance. We therefore recommend that you carefully
YLHK[OYV\NO[OLTHU\HSILMVYL`V\YÄYZ[ÅPNO[
6U^^^HK]HUJLJO`V\^PSSÄUK[OLSH[LZ[]LYZPVUVM[OPZTHU\HS
and more information. Any new safety-related knowledge about the
product will be published here on the website. Please contact your
dealer or ADVANCE direct if you have any questions or problems.
Now we wish you a lot of fun with your EPSILON 7 and, as always,
“happy landings”.
Team ADVANCE
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About ADVANCE
ADVANCE is a worldwide leading paraglider manufacturer based in
Switzerland. Since its founding in 1988 the company has continued to
follow its own policies and ideas in both development and production.
;OLYLZ\S[PZM\SS`ÄUPZOLKWYVK\J[Z^P[OKPZ[PUJ[P]LJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
The team of experts behind the ADVANCE brand share both the pasZPVUMVYHUKJVUÄKLUJLPU[OLPY(+=(5*,WYVK\J[Z([OVTLPU[OLHPY
themselves, they bring valuable personal experience and dedication
to the workplace.
Thorough checking of the production process and supervision of the
working practices in ADVANCE’s own factory in Vietnam guarantee
high quality work. A long-standing relationship with cloth and line
THU\MHJ[\YLYZTLHUZ[OH[(+=(5*,RUV^OV^ÄUKZP[Z^H`KPYLJ[S`
into the development of new materials.
ADVANCE place great importance on after-sales service, and have a
well-developed worldwide service network. A continuous exchange
VML_WLYPLUJL^P[OJ\Z[VTLYZRLLWZUL^RUV^SLKNLÅV^PUNPU
^OPJOOHZHUPUÅ\LUJLVU(+=(5*,WYVK\J[Z¶HUKZV[OL¹*PYJSLVM
Service” is completed.
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The EPSILON 7
Complete pleasure
This is what happens when a combination of apparent opposites
leads to a successful outcome. The new EPSILON 7 leisure intermediate captures the attention by its compactness, combined with outstanding performance. Exceptionally straightforward and precise
handling makes this elegant wing the perfect glider for recreational
thermaling pilots.
Outstanding features

look at brake line set-up helped out with the direct and precise handling; and there’s less canopy inertia.
$GHðQLWHã)HHOLQJ*RRGDQG+DYLQJ)XQâIDFWRU
;OL,7:0365PZHM\SS`ÄUPZOLK^PKLS`JHWHISLYLJYLH[PVUHSPU[LYmediate; easy to manage in turbulence and extreme situations, with
OPNOWHZZP]LZHML[`;OLUL^WYVÄSLNLVTL[Y`NP]LZ[OL,7:0365
distinctive pitch stability, and this keeps the pilot feeling comfortable
HUKOHWW`HSS[OL[PTL¶LZWLJPHSS`PU[\YI\SLU[HPY

&RPSDFWEXWJUHDWSHUIRUPDQFH
The EPSILON 7 looks compact, but doesn’t pay for it in performance
¶X\P[L[OLVWWVZP[L!P[»Z[OLSH[LZ[[LJOUVSVN`[OH[NP]LZ[OL,7:0365
enormous performing possibilities. A new line concept with 3 risers
but only 2 storeys above, resulting in many fewer lines and suspension points, accounts for this huge performance upgrade.
3UHFLVHDQGGLUHFWKDQGOLQJ
Very precise and direct EPSILON 7 handling is a delight. This results
from a completely fresh investigation of the relationship between
^PUNZWHUHUKSPULSLUN[O¶HUKHUL^NLULYH[PVUWYVÄSL(SZVHUL^
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Other important details
$'9$1&(6WDQGDUGV

Compact

ADVANCE pays a lot of attention to small details. Sewn-in tension
straps improve the wing’s stability, and the distinctive winglets reduce
induced drag (vortex-effect). Velcro closures at the wingtips make it
easy to remove debris like sand and snow from the glider. The
EPSILON 7 is made from high quality fabrics, and the ball bearings
in the speed system pulleys ensure minimal rolling resistance. Like all
ADVANCE models the EPSILON 7 has swivels on the brake lines and
different sized brake handles depending on the glider size, with stowing magnets.

Precise

Predictable
7

Pilot requirements
The EPSILON 7 is best suited to the typical intermediate leisure pilot
^OVYLN\SHYS`ÅPLZPU[OLYTHSJVUKP[PVUZ/L^PSSHSYLHK`OH]LHJVTWL[LU[HJ[P]LÅ`PUNZ[`SLJHUYLJVNUPZLHUHWWYVHJOPUNJVSSHWZL
and knows how to prevent it without overreacting. From this starting
point thermaling with the EPSILON 7 will mean perfect pleasure.
;OHURZ[VP[ZSHYNLKLNYLLVMZHML[`[OL,7:0365JHUHSZVILÅV^U
by the talented, advanced student.

of paragliding. Neither the manufacturer nor the seller of a paraglider
can guarantee or be held responsible for the pilot’s safety.

General advice about paragliding
Flying a paraglider calls for appropriate training and a sound knowledge of the subject, as well as, of course, the necessary insurance
cover and licence. A pilot must be able to correctly assess the weather
JVUKP[PVUZILMVYL[HRPUNVMM/PZVYOLYJHWHIPSP[PLZT\Z[ILHKLX\H[L
for the paraglider used.
Wearing an adequate helmet, suitable boots and clothing, and the
JHYY`PUNVMHULTLYNLUJ`WHYHJO\[LHYLLZZLU[PHS)LMVYLL]LY`ÅPNO[
all items of equipment should be checked for damage and airworthiness. A proper pre-takeoff check must also be carried out.
Every pilot bears sole responsibility for their participation in the sport
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Using the paraglider
Delivery

Adjusting the brake lines

,]LY`(+=(5*,WHYHNSPKLYOHZ[VILÅV^UI`[OLKLHSLYILMVYLKLSP]LY`[VJOLJRMVYJVYYLJ[ZL[[PUNZHUK[YPT;OLKLHSLYÄUHSS`LU[LYZ
[OLKH[LVM[OLÄYZ[ÅPNO[VU[OL[`WLWSHJHYKMHZ[LULKVUHYPIH[[OL
centre of the wing. This entry together with your completed warranty
MVYTLUZ\YLZ[OH[KLÄJPLUJPLZPU[OLWYVK\J[K\L[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLY
are covered by the ADVANCE warranty. See ‘Warranty’ in the “Service”
section.

The length of the brake lines has been set at the factory so that, with
hands fully up, the trailing edge remains unbraked in accelerated
ÅPNO[¶UVJYLHZLPU[OL^PUN)HZPJHSS`[OPZZL[[PUNZOV\SKILRLW[

EPSILON 7 delivery includes a COMFORTPACK 2 rucksack, an inner
bag, a compression strap, a repair kit, speed lines with speedbar, a
mini-windsock in the glider colours and a «Getting Started» booklet.
Basic settings
At delivery the basic set up of the EPSILON 7 will be the original trim
ZP[\H[PVU[OH[[OL(+=(5*,[LZ[[LHTMV\UK[VILILZ[*LY[PÄJH[PVU
was also gained in this condition. Any alterations or changes to the
WHYHNSPKLYZ\JOHZHS[LYPUN[OLSPULSLUN[OZVYÄ[[PUNKPMMLYLU[YPZLYZVY
X\PJRSPURZ^PSSYLZ\S[PUHSVZZVM[OLNSPKLY»ZJLY[PÄJH[PVU:LLZLJ[PVU
¸*LY[PÄJH[PVU¹

If the brake line length does have to be reset there should be 8 cm of
initial free brake line movement between the brakes fully released poZP[PVUPU\UHJJLSLYH[LKÅPNO[HUK[OH[WVPU[^OLYL[OLSPULZÄYZ[HMMLJ[
the trailing edge. We recommend a bowline knot for attaching the
handles. See illustration in the appendix.
Speed system with SPI
The EPSILON 7 has a speed system with a Speed-PerformanceIndicator (SPI), which reads off against 3 positions on the backs of
the risers. The red markers on the speed system enable a precise
ZWLLKIHYWVZP[PVU[VILZL[[VZ\P[[OLPUÅPNO[ZP[\H[PVU
Best gliding to the next thermal needs an on-going choice of speed
[VÅ`KLWLUKPUNVU[OLJ\YYLU[]HS\LZVMOLHK^PUKL_WLJ[LKUL_[
climb rate , and the rate of sink.
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Example
EPSILON 7/26

Neutral position

;OHURZ[VP[ZOPNOZ[HIPSP[`[OL,7:0365JHUILÅV^UPUHJJLSLYH[LK
condition in light turbulence without problem. The choice of accelerated speed for best glide does play an important role for a relatively
high performance intermediate glider.
Position 30%

Each of the EPSILON 7 SPI positions has an icon with a value for
headwind, expected climb and sink rate. These indicated positions
HYLLMMLJ[P]LMVYVUS`VULVM[OLPY[OYLL]HS\LZ[HRLUPUPZVSH[PVU¶
considered by itself. This means that either the headwind, or the expected rate of climb, or the sink rate applies to that position. The SPI
principle is based on the simple (using headwind and sink) and the
extended (including expected climb rate) McReady Speed-To-Fly theory.

Position 80%
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SPI values
The following table gives typical values for the two EPSILON 7 SPI
accelerate positions.
• With no headwind (or with a tailwind), little or no expected thermal,
 HUK[OLNSPKLY»ZUVYTHSZPURYH[LJHTZ]HYPV`V\ZOV\SKÅ`
without speed bar application (0%).
• With a headwind of 10 km/h, or an expected next climb (vario) of
0.4 (+/- 0.1) m/s, or a sink rate (vario) of 1.4 (+/- 0.1) m/s set the
30% position. If two or more of these values apply at the same
time you can already use the 80% position.

EPSILON 7
3RVLWLRQ
/LHK^PUKPURTO

10

Expected climb in m/s
(Vario value)

0.4 (+/- 0.1) *

Sink rate in m/s
(Vario sink)

1.4 (+/- 0.1) *

3RVLWLRQ
• With a headwind of 20 km/h or an expected climb rate (vario) of
1.3 (+/- 0.1) m/s or a vario sink rate of 2.3 (+/- 0.1) m/s choose the
80% position.

/LHK^PUKPURTO

20

Expected climb in m/s
(Vario value)

1.3 (+/- 0.1) *

Sink rate in m/s
(Vario sink)

2.3 (+/- 0.1) *

]HY`PUN^P[ONSPKLYZPaLHUKPUÅPNO[^LPNO[
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*H\[PVU!,]LU[OV\NO[OL,7:0365OHZHOPNOKLNYLLVM
Z[HIPSP[`PUHJJLSLYH[LKÅPNO[`V\ZOV\SKVUS`\ZLHZT\JO
speedbar as you feel comfortable with.

 

0UMV!(JJVYKPUN[V[OL[HISLMVYILZ[NSPKL`V\ZOV\SKÅ`[V
an expected 0.4 m/s climb with 30% accelerate, and to a 1.3
m/s climb with 80%. This only applies if you can actually get
all the way to the next thermal in the accelerated condition.

 

0UMV!(S[OV\NOÅ`PUNPU[VHOLHK^PUKRTONP]LZ
you the feeling that your gliding performance is being badly
affected, bear in mind that strong sink (more than 2m/s) has
a relatively stronger adverse affect.

Setting up the speed system

KLZJYPILKHIV]LÄULHKQ\Z[TLU[PZWVZZPISLI`JOHUNPUN[OLZ[HNL
settings on the risers. By moving the knots which locate the gearchange balls 1 (see illustration page 13) the speed system travel and
loading can be adjusted.
 
 

,_HTWSL!0M[OLRUV[ZHYLTV]LKKV^U^HYKZ[OLJOHUNLV]LY
MYVT[OL!YH[PV[V!VJJ\YZLHYSPLYYHPZPUN[OLSVHKPUNI\[
shortening the total travel. Conversely, moving the knots upwards delays the gear change, and lengthens the total travel
of the speed bar.

;OL,7:0365ZWLLKZ`Z[LTPZHYYHUNLKZV[OH[[OLWYVÄSLZOHWLVM
the wing is fully retained over the angle-of-attack range of the speed
Z`Z[LT;OPZTHPU[HPUZ[OLILULÄJPHSX\HSP[PLZVM[OLWYVÄSLH[OPNO
speeds.

The EPSILON 7 speed system can, with the help of the SPI, be adjusted so that the whole speed system travel can be used. The system
PZJVYYLJ[S`ZL[^OLUW\ZOPUN[OLÄYZ[ZWLLKZ[LWNP]LZ`V\[OL 
position, and pushing the second achieves 80% accelerate. Both
toes fully extended should then reach 100% (pulleys touching).
0MI`ZL[[PUN[OLZWLLKIHYSPULSLUN[OZHÄYZ[HKQ\Z[TLU[VM[OL
speed system for leg length and harness does not result in the set-up
12

 

*H\[PVU!;OLZWLLKZ`Z[LTPZJVYYLJ[S`HKQ\Z[LK^OLU`V\
can use the full travel available on the risers. Make certain
that the speed lines are not set too short, thus causing the
wing to be pre-accelerated all the time.

Suitable harnesses
)HZPJHSS`[OL,7:0365JHUILÅV^U^P[OHU`OHYULZZ[OH[KVLZUV[
OH]LYPNPKJYVZZIYHJPUNZLLZLJ[PVU¸*LY[PÄJH[PVU¹
The chosen harness should ideally have a carabiner distance of ca.
45 cm and a support height of between 40 and 48 cm.
 
 

0UMV!,_WLYPLUJLOHZWYV]LK[OL[OLVY`¶HZ[YLHTSPULKOHY
ULZZJHUZPNUPÄJHU[S`PTWYV]LNSPKPUNWLYMVYTHUJL

1

Weight range
The weight ranges of the different sizes are given in the section
;LJOUPJHSKH[H®;OLÄN\YLZNP]LU[OLYLYLWYLZLU[[OL[V[HSPUÅPNO[
weights. This includes the pilot’s body weight, plus clothes, as well
as the weight of all the equipment (glider, reserve, harness, instruments etc.).
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Flying at the lower or upper weight limits can have an effect on the
WHYHNSPKLY»ZÅ`PUNJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZHUKOHUKSPUNI\[^P[OV\[PUÅ\LUJPUN
the pilot’s safety. Glide performance remains the same over the
whole weight range, but climbing performance will be altered. When
[OL,7:0365PZÅV^UPUP[Z\WWLY^LPNO[HYLH[OLOPNOLY^PUNSVHKPUNWYVK\JLZHOPNOLY[YPTZWLLKHUKHTVYLK`UHTPJHUKHNPSLÅ`ing character.
 

;PW!(+=(5*,YLJVTTLUK[OH[[OL,7:0365PZÅV^UPU
the middle to the upper part of its recommended weight
range.

 

5V[L!;OL,7:0365OHZH^LPNO[YHUNL[OH[OHZILLUL_
tended above the recommended region, but so that it still
RLLWZP[Z,53;-)JSHZZPÄJH[PVU"[OL\WWLYSPTP[VM[OL,5
3;-)JSHZZPÄJH[PVUSPLZHYV\UKRNHIV]L[OLZ[HUKHYK
weight range for the size 23, 26 and 28.
>OLU[OL,7:0365PZÅV^UPUP[Z\WWLY^LPNO[YLNPVU[OL
higher wingloading produces a higher trim speed, and a
TVYLK`UHTPJHUKHNPSLÅ`PUNJOHYHJ[LY;OLMHJ[[OH[[OL
EPSILON 7 keeps its EN/LTF B rating at the higher wing
SVHKPUNZJVUÄYTZP[ZOPNOKLNYLLVMWHZZP]LZHML[`
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:HLJKWUDQJH
60

EPSILON 7/23

70

60 - 80 kg

EPSILON 7/26

80

90

110

120

+ 15 kg

85 - 110 kg

EPSILON 7/30

130

+ 15 kg

75 - 95 kg

EPSILON 7/28

100

+ 15 kg

100 - 130 kg

Dynamic side

Thermaling side
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Flight characteristics
>LYLJVTTLUK[OH[`V\THRL`V\YÄYZ[ÅPNO[Z^P[O`V\YUL^NSPKLY
PUX\PL[JVUKP[PVUZPUHMHTPSPHYÅ`PUNHYLH(ML^W\SS\WZH[HULHZ`
ZP[L^PSSNP]L`V\JVUÄKLUJLPU[OL,7:0365»ZOHUKSPUNX\HSP[PLZ
from the very beginning.

The EPSILON 7 has split A risers. We recommend that you use all the
(YPZLYZMVY[HRLVMM;OL,7:0365PUÅH[LZYLSPHIS`MYVT[OLTPKKSL
out, and rises very straight with little exertion.
 

;PW!)LMVYL[HRLVMMNL[`V\YJHUVW`PU[V[OLYPNO[ZOHWL+V
this while sorting the lines, by pulling the brake lines in until
you have the perfect curved shape.

 

0UMV!@V\JHUHSZV\ZL[OLPUULY(SPULZMVYHU,7:0365
takeoff, but handling is easier using all the A risers.

;HRLVɈ
)LMVYLL]LY`[HRLVMMJHYY`V\[[OLMVSSV^PUNWYL[HRLVMMJOLJRZ!
/HYULZZHUKOLSTL[KVUL\WYLZLY]L62&
3PULZMYLL&
*HUVW`VWLU&
>PUKKPYLJ[PVUHUKZ[YLUN[OHZZLZZLK&
(PYZWHJLHUKÄLSKVM]PL^JSLHY&
The EPSILON 7 takeoff behaviour is very smooth and easy for both
MVY^HYKHUKYL]LYZL[HRLVMMZ;OLJHUVW`PUÅH[LZX\PJRS`HUKYPZLZ
progressively, without hanging back or shooting in front.
Because the EPSILON 7 rises very easily it is very important to match
[OLW\SS\WPTW\SZL[V[OLJVUKP[PVUZ;OPZTLHUZ!
• In a lot of wind and/or on a steep slope the EPSILON 7 needs little
or almost no pull-up impulse.
 0UJHSTJVUKP[PVUZHUKVYÅH[SHUKHYLSH_LKW\SS\WTHRLZZLUZL

7DNHRIILQOLJKWZLQG IRUZDUGWDNHRII
The EPSILON 7 only needs a moderate pull-up impulse even in a light
wind. It is not necessary to step back and ‘run’ into the lines. Guide
the glider up with pronounced leaning forward, but without too much
of a pull on the A-risers, until the canopy is overhead. During the pullup phase any correcting should only be done by decisive going-underthe-wing, without using the brakes. After any necessary correcting
and a satisfactory visual check a few determined steps with good
leaning forward will achieve lift off, even in little wind.
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0UMV!(U,7:0365[HRLVMMPZL_JLW[PVUHSS`LHZ`[VKV4H[JO
your efforts (as described in the section ”Takeoff“) to the
wind conditions and takeoff slope.

7DNHRIILQVWURQJHUZLQG UHYHUVHWDNHRII
The reverse takeoff is mainly recommended for stronger winds. During
the pull-up you should walk towards the EPSILON 7as necessary.
Turning round and taking off with the EPSILON 7 will then prove to be
easy.
 
 
 
 
 

 

;PW!7SH`PUN^P[O[OLNSPKLYVUÅH[NYV\UKPUZVTL^PUKNP]LZ
HNVVKMLLSPUNMVY[OL^PUN@V\JHUNL[[VRUV^[OL
EPSILON 7’s characteristics very well, and try out takeoffs,
Z[HSSPUNZOVV[PUNMVY^HYK[LUKLUJ`HUKJVSSHWZLZ¶^OPSL
remaining safely on the ground. The ADVANCE test team
OH]LHTV[[V!VULOV\YNYV\UK[YHPUPUNPZ^VY[OOPNO
ÅPNO[Z5)!.YV\UKOHUKSPUNWYHJ[PJLJHUPUJYLHZL^LHYVU
your glider.
0UMV!;OL,7:0365PZ]LY`LHZ`[V[HRLVMM1\Z[HZMVY[OL
forward takeoff you should also suit your pull-up impulse to
the wind and slope when making a reverse pull-up (as described in section”Takeoff“).

5VYTHSÅPNO[
In calm air the EPSILON 7 best glide is achieved with fully released
brakes. Light braking brings the glider to its minimum sink condition.
>OLUÅ`PUNPU[VHOLHK^PUK[OYV\NOKLZJLUKPUNHPYVY^OLUWYVceeding to the next thermal, glide performance will be distinctly improved by appropriate use of the speed system. The SPI helps you
do this. See section «Speed-Performance-Indicator (SPI)».
+LZWP[L[OL^PUN»ZOPNOZ[HIPSP[`HUHJ[P]LÅ`PUNZ[`SLPZYLJVTTLUKLK
¶JVSSHWZLZJHUILHSTVZ[JVTWSL[LS`H]VPKLK;OPZTLHUZRLLWPUN
the lightly-braked glider directly above you, in other words, countering
roll and pitch disturbances.
 >OLU[OLHUNSLVMH[[HJRPUJYLHZLZÅ`PUNPU[VH[OLYTHS"^PUN
swings back) the brake lines should be temporarily released fully,
until the glider returns to its overhead position.
• When the angle of attack reduces (glider dives forwards, pilot
 Z^PUNZIHJR[OL^PUNZOV\SKIYPLÅ`ILIYHRLKTVYL
Be careful not to get below minimum speed, and don’t overreact with
the brakes.
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;\YUPUNÅPNO[
The EPSILON 7 has precise response to brake application. It reacts
directly and progressively to increasing steering demands, once the
brake line free travel has been taken up. Steering can be effectively
assisted by active weight shift. Angle of bank can always be increased,
stabilised or reduced by the appropriate pull on the brake line.
When circling in a thermal choose the desired angle of bank and corresponding turn radius by using the inside brake line, and let the paraglider turn steadily like this. Stabilise the outside wing with outside
brake as required and, in particular, keep a check on the rate of turn.
Too much brake on the outside wing will slow the turn and the airspeed down, and lose the glider’s good steering qualities.
(OHYULZZ[OH[PZTH[JOLK[V[OL,7:0365Å`PUNX\HSP[PLZOLSWZ`V\
enter and settle on a very steady turn. See also section «Suitable harnesses».
 
 

*H\[PVU!;VRLLWNVVKTHUVL\]YHIPSP[`THRLZ\YL[VÅ``V\Y
,7:0365^P[OLUV\NOHPYZWLLK^OPSL[\YUPUNPU[OLYTHSZ¶
not too much outside brake.

 

;PW!0MHIYHRLSPULIYLHRZ`V\JHUZ[LLY[OL,7:0365\ZPUN
the C risers.

(JJLSLYH[LKÅPNO[
The EPSILON 7 wing remains extremely stable even in accelerated
ÅPNO[/V^L]LYWHYHNSPKLYZVWLYH[LH[HSV^LYHUNSLVMH[[HJR^OPSL
Å`PUNH[[OLPYOPNOLYZWLLKZHUK[OLKLNYLLVMZ[HIPSP[`PZNLULYHSS`
reduced. The higher aerodynamic forces involved at higher airspeeds
mean that a collapse can be more dynamic. See also section
«Collapses».
>OLULUJV\U[LYPUNZ[YVUN[\YI\SLUJL^OPSLÅ`PUNHJJLSLYH[LK`V\
ZOV\SKÄYZ[YLSLHZL[OLZWLLKIHYJVTWSL[LS`ILMVYLHWWS`PUN[OL
brake necessary to stabilise the wing. The high stability of the
,7:0365HSSV^ZSPNO[[\YI\SLUJL[VILÅV^U[OYV\NO^OPSLHJJLSerated. While doing this active accelerating should be used, whereby
the angle of attack is accommodated by using the speedbar instead
of the brakes. By doing this pitch attitude disturbances will be minimised and good gliding performance maintained. See also section
“Speedsystem with SPI“.
• If the angle of attack increases (e.g. wing goes back in rising air)
 [OLZWLLKIHYZOV\SKILIYPLÅ`I\[Z[YVUNS`W\ZOLK
18

• If the angle of attack reduces (e.g. wing shoots forward) the speedbar should be released.
 
 

*H\[PVU!,]LU[OV\NO[OL,7:0365PZZ[HISLPUHJJLSLYH[LK
ÅPNO[`V\ZOV\SKVUS`\ZLHZT\JOZWLLKIHYHZ`V\MLLS
happy with.

 

;PW!4HRLZ\YL[OH[`V\KVUV[\ZLZWLLKIHYHUKIYHRLH[
the same time, otherwise you will get into the worst possible
gliding situation, to no advantage.

 

;PW!-VYILZ[NSPKPUNHS^H`ZJOVVZLHZWLLK[OH[[HRLZPU[V
account actual headwind, sink rate and expected next climb.

Collapses
$V\PPHWULFFROODSVHRIWKHZLQJ
;OL,7:0365OHZH]LY`Z[PMMHUKZ[HISLJHUVW`>P[OHUHJ[P]LÅ`PUN
technique collapses can be almost completely prevented in normal
Å`PUNJVUKP[PVUZ
If the glider does, however, suffer a side collapse at trim speed, it will
respond to collapses of 50% or more with a slight to moderate turn-

ing tendency (modest turning to the side), allowing heading to be
easily held with light counter-steering. Normally, the wing will reopen
without pilot action.
+\L[VOPNOLYHLYVK`UHTPJMVYJLZK\YPUNHJJLSLYH[LKÅPNO[[OLNSPKLY
will respond to a side collapse more impulsively. The turning tendency
PUM\SS`HJJLSLYH[LKÅPNO[^PSSILTVYLK`UHTPJI\[PZZ[PSS^LSSJVU[YVSlable. Turning away is unspectacular and slow, even after a collapse
at full speed.
If a collapse is slow to reopen, a deep but fast pull on the closed side
brake will help. It is important to completely release the brake again
[VSL[[OLNSPKLYRLLWP[ZÅ`PUNZWLLK)LJHYLM\S^P[O[OLIYHRLVU[OL
VWLUZPKLHUKVUS`HWWS`LUV\NO[VRLLWZ[YHPNO[¶ZVHZUV[[VZ[HSS
the wing.
7VVYS`ÅV^U^PUNV]LYZJHUJH\ZLH^PUN[PW[VMVSKPU^HYKZMYVT[OL
side, causing it to catch in the lines and create a cravat. Due to the
high drag they produce cravats can lead to strong rotation (spiralling).
Stop an increase in rotation rate by just the correct amount of outside
brake. Then open the cravated wingtip by pulling the orange stabilo
line. Clearing a cravat can be also done more quickly by ‘pumping’.
The appropriate brake should be applied to 75% brake travel within a
maximum of two seconds, and then released immediately.
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6\PPHWULFFROODSVH IURQWVWDOO 
(M[LYHZWVU[HULV\ZVY(YPZLYWYV]VRLKJVSSHWZL[OLHPYÅV^IYLHRZ
H^H`MYVT[OLWYVÄSLHUK[OLJHUVW`^PSSWP[JOIHJR;OLWPSV[Z^PUNZ
back underneath after a short delay. Wait, without applying brake,
\U[PS[OL^PUNPZHNHPUHIV]L`V\HUKYL[\YUZ[VUVYTHSÅPNO[(M[LYH
big collapse reopening may be delayed, but do not forceably encourage reopening by the use of excessive brake, because of the risk of
a fullstall.
 
 

*H\[PVU!(M[LYH]LY`PTW\SZP]LS`WYV]VRLKMYVU[JVSSHWZLPU
HJJLSLYH[LKJVUÄN\YH[PVUMVYL_HTWSLK\YPUN:0=[YHPUPUN
it can happen that the front of the canopy does not open
by itself. Opening should be encouraged with a brief brake
impulse, achieved by pulling the brakes down to 75% within
one second, then releasing them immediately.

Rapid descents
-VYX\PJRHUKLMÄJPLU[^H`ZVMNL[[PUNKV^U[OL(+=(5*,[LZ[[LHT
YLJVTTLUKIPNLHYZ^P[OVY^P[OV\[ZWLLKIHYVY[OLZWPYHSKP]L¶
the choice depends on the situation.

 
 

;PW!-HZ[KLZJLU[ZZOV\SKILWYHJ[PZLKUV^HUK[OLUPU
X\PL[JVUKP[PVUZ¶ZV[OL`^VU»[ILJVTLLTLYNLUJPLZ^OLU
you need them.

6\PPHWULFDOFROODSVLQJRIWKHZLQJWLSV ELJHDUV
The EPSILON 7 has split A-risers, which make it easy to apply big
ears.
To enter this manoeuvre pull both outer red marked A lines quickly
down together. This will fold the wingtips in, and you can hold them
there easily. To reopen release the A-lines; the EPSILON 7 wingtips
then open themselves thanks to the high internal wing pressure.
Sink rate can be further increased by using the speedbar. Depending
on the situation the glider can be steered using weight shift.
 
 

9LTHYR!)PNLHYZPZHSZVWVZZPISL\ZPUN[^VSPULZWLYZPKL
^P[O[OL,7:0365/LYLP[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[[OLNSPKLYT\Z[
be accelerated as well, and the trailing edge must not be
braked.
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*H\[PVU!+VUV[Å`ZWPYHSZVYZOHYWJOHUNLZVMKPYLJ[PVU^P[O
big ears applied; the increased loading carried by fewer lines
can damage the structure.

 

*H\[PVU!)LH^HYL[OH[Å`PUN^P[OIPNLHYZIYPUNZ[OLZ[HSS
closer. Be careful with the brake lines when big ears are
applied, and do not use this descent method if the wing is
wet. See also section «Flying with a wet paraglider».

 

;PW!0M`V\^HU[[VSVZLOLPNO[HZX\PJRS`HZWVZZPISLHUKÅ`
away from a danger zone at the same time we recommend
[OLMVSSV^PUN!HWWS`IPNLHYZHUK\ZLHZT\JOZWLLKIHYHZ
conditions allow.

 

6SLUDOGLYH
For the most comfortable way of doing this we recommend a neutral
sitting position without active weight shift, and a shoulder-width carabiner distance (approx 45 cm).
,U[LY[OLZWPYHSI`WYVNYLZZP]LS`W\SSPUNVULIYHRL@V\YOLHKHUK
ÄLSKVM]PL^ZOV\SKILKPYLJ[LKPU[OL[\YUKPYLJ[PVU(Z[OLHUNSLVM
bank increases so will the rate of turn and centrifugal force.

The behaviour of the spiralling paraglider can be separated into two
WOHZLZ!PU[OLILNPUUPUN[OLNSPKLYILNPUZ^P[OHUVYTHS[\YU^OPJO
progressively tightens, with increasing angle of bank. In the second
phase the paraglider engages its spiral mode. This means that the
wing dives forward with an increase of acceleration. During this
phase of the manoeuvre try to keep a neutral sitting position and give
^H`[V[OLJLU[YPM\NHSMVYJL¶`V\YIVK`^PSSILW\ZOLK[V[OLV\[ZPKL
Recovery from the manoeuvre is achieved by progressively releasing
the inside brake. While coming out of a spiral dive with high vertical
speeds and rotational rates it is essential to release the brake carefully, and/or reapply a little inside brake if necessary, so that you can
prevent the wing pitching back excessively, and then diving in front.
Make sure that you start the recovery with plenty of height remaining
above the ground. Generally speaking you should allow the same
amount of time to recover as it took to enter the manoeuvre, but
remember that the sink rate will be higher!
The EPSILON 7 comes out of a steep spiral dive by itself if a neutral
sitting position is maintained. Active weight shift to the inside of the
turn can lead to stronger acceleration and the glider may show less
desire to recover by itself.
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*H\[PVU!;OL,7:0365^HZ[LZ[LKPUHJJVYKHUJL^P[O[OL
SH[LZ[JLY[PÄJH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z0UHUL\[YHSZP[[PUNWVZP[PVU
and after releasing the inside brake, a spiral dive of up to
14 m/s sink rate recovers by itself. Spirals of higher sink rates
can remain in a stable turn if weight shift is applied to the
inside of the turn. Weight shift to the outside or pulling outZPKLIYHRLPZZ\MÄJPLU[[VYLJV]LYMYVTHOPNOZPURYH[LZWPYHS

consist of a complete and hesitation-free release of the B-risers, so
[OH[UVYTHSÅPNO[PZYLZ\TLK^P[OPU[^VZLJVUKZ;OL)Z[HSSPZKPMÄcult for light pilots to do because of the high force required.

*H\[PVU!;OL,7:0365PZJLY[PÄLKMVYOHYULZZLZPUNYV\W
./^P[OV\[YPNPKJYVZZIYHJPUN.YV\W.?OHYULZZLZ^P[O
cross-bracing) or those with very low hang points could dras[PJHSS`HS[LY[OLÅ`PUNILOH]PV\YPU[OLZWPYHSKP]L:LLZLJ[PVU
«Suitable harnesses».

When circling tightly in a thermal the EPSILON 7 indicates early and
clearly, by strongly increasing brake load, the risk of a stall. Even so, if
a wing does stall you will feel a marked reduction of brake load on the
inside of the turn. If this happens you must immediately release both
IYHRLSPULZZV[OH[[OL,7:0365JHUYL[\YU[VUVYTHSÅPNO[I`P[ZLSM

*H\[PVU!+VUV[Å`ZWPYHSKP]LZVYHNNYLZZP]LJOHUNLZVMKP
YLJ[PVU^P[OIPNLHYZHWWSPLK![OLYHPZLK^PUNSVHKPUNJHYYPLK
by fewer lines can damage the glider.

If a wing stalls completely the paraglider will go into a spin / negative
rotation. The EPSILON 7 will react dynamically, but will still be manHNLHISLI`[OLSLZZL_WLYPLUJLKWPSV[,]LUZV¶KLWLUKPUNVU[OL
ZP[\H[PVUMYVT^OPJO[OLWHYHNSPKLYPZHSSV^LK[VÅ`HNHPU¶[OLYLHJtion can be quite vigorous (shooting forward with a raised risk of collapse). The canopy can be arrested while shooting forward by wellQ\KNLKIYHRPUN5VYTHSÅPNO[JHU[OLUILYLZ\TLK^P[OV\[HM\Y[OLY
collapse.

%VWDOO
;OL^OVSLWHYHNSPKLYZ[Y\J[\YLHUKP[ZWYVÄSLZOHWL^V\SKILZL]LYLS`
Z[YHPULKI`H)Z[HSS>LYLJVTTLUK[OH[`V\KVU»[Å`)Z[HSSZVU
HYLN\SHYIHZPZ0M[OL):[HSSPZ[VILÅV^UOV^L]LYYLJV]LY`T\Z[

Stalling
2QHVLGHGVWDOO VSLQ
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;PW!)HZPJHSS`PUHSSV\[VMJVU[YVSÅPNO[ZP[\H[PVUZI\[LZWL
cially the onset of a one-sided stall, you should immediately
YLSLHZLIV[OIYHRLZM\SS`¶OHUKZ\W

'HHSVWDOO
Stable parachutal stall cannot be established, whether attempted by
brake or B-stall.

)XOOVWDOO
EPSILON 7 brake effect and resistance starts early, but the brake
travel is very long. This gives the pilot a high safety margin.
Entry into a fullstall is achieved by progressively and symmetrically
W\SSPUNKV^UIV[OIYHRLSPULZ-VY^HYKZWLLKYLK\JLZ(PYÅV^HUK
wind noise reduce. After reaching minimum speed the paraglider
ÄYZ[NVLZPU[VHIYPLMWOHZLVMWHYHJO\[HSZ[HSS;OLUM\Y[OLYIYHRL^PSS
JH\ZLJVTWSL[LHPYÅV^IYLHRH^H`HUK[OL^PUN^PSSMHSSIHJRPUM\SSZ[HSS,7:0365OHZHZ[YVUNKLZPYL[VÅ`HNHPUI\[PZLHZ`[VOVSKPU
[OLZ[HSS(OHSM^YHWVM[OLIYHRLZPZYLJVTTLUKLK[VÅ`M\SSZ[HSSZ
;VYLJV]LY[OLJHUVW`OHZ[VILWYLPUÅH[LK;VKV[OPZ[OLIYHRLZ
ZOV\SKH[ÄYZ[ILYLSLHZLKZSV^S`HUKZ`TTL[YPJHSS`HUKVUS`M\SS`
YLSLHZLK^OLUWYLPUÅH[PVUPZJVTWSL[L;OL,7:0365[OLUÅPLZ
away relatively cleanly, without shooting forward too much.
 
 

;PW!)HZPJHSS`PUHSSV\[VMJVU[YVSÅPNO[ZP[\H[PVUZ`V\ZOV\SK
PTTLKPH[LS`YLSLHZLIV[OIYHRLZM\SS`¶OHUKZ\W

In rain, or if the canopy is wet, the EPSILON 7, like all paragliders, is
more vulnerable to parachutal stall. If the wet glider were to go into
parachutal stall you should recover only by accelerating using the
speedbar. See also section “Flying with a wet paraglider“.
Landing
(S^H`ZTHRLHWYVWLYSHUKPUNJPYJ\P[^P[OH^LSSWSHUULKÄUHSHWWYVHJO
As the ground approaches progressively increase brake to level the
ÅPNO[WH[OILMVYLHWWS`PUNM\SSIYHRL[VJVTWSL[LS`HYYLZ[[OLMVY^HYK
speed.
 

*H\[PVU!:[LLW[\YUYL]LYZHSZSLHK[VZ[YVUNZ^PUNPUNVM[OL
pilot, and should not be done near the ground.

 

*H\[PVU!)YHRPUN^PSSYLK\JL`V\YZWLLKHUKPUJYLHZL`V\Y
sink, but it will certainly seriously restrict your ability to manoeuvre.
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*H\[PVU!.L[[PUNILSV^TPUPT\TZWLLKSLHKZ[VZ[HSSPUN![OPZ
should unquestionably be avoided when top landing, and on
ÄUHSHWWYVHJO
*H\[PVU!5L]LYSL[`V\YNSPKLYMHSS[V[OLNYV\UKVUP[ZSLHK
ing edge. The overpressure so caused inside the wing can
rip the cell walls and damage the leading edge.

Flying with a wet paraglider
Flying with a wet glider creates a risk of deep stall. Deep stall is often
the result of a combination of factors. The weight of the wet canopy
goes up, and this increased weight increases the angle of attack,
which always puts the glider nearer the deep stall limit. Added to this,
water drops on the top surface have a detrimental effect on the lamiUHYÅV^VM[OLIV\UKHY`SH`LYULHY[OLSLHKPUNLKNL^OPJOKPZ[PUJ[S`
YLK\JLZ[OLTH_PT\TSPM[JVLMÄJPLU[0M[OL^L[NSPKLYPZHSZVILPUN
ÅV^UH[P[ZSV^LY^LPNO[SPTP[[OLYLPZHM\Y[OLYZTHSSLMMLJ[VMPUJYLHZing the angle of attack, as well as there being a lower airspeed because of the reduced wing loading.

All these actions have a small effect in reducing the angle of attack.
Should the wet glider get into deep stall, recovery can only be
achieved using the speed bar. See also section «Deep stall».
Winching
The EPSILON 7 is suitable for winch launching. When taking off
in windless conditions, ensure that the paraglider is laid out in an
HYJOLKVYL]LU^LKNLZOHWL[VH]VPKYPZRVM[OLNSPKLYYVZL[[PUN!
>PUJOSH\UJOPZVUS`WLYTP[[LKPM!
 [OLWPSV[OHZJVTWSL[LKH[V^[YHPUPUNJV\YZLVUS`.LYTHU`+/="
 [OL^PUJOZ`Z[LTPZJLY[PÄLKMVY\ZL^P[OWHYHNSPKLYZ"
• the winch operator has been fully trained in paraglider winching.
Paramotoring
7HYHTV[VYJLY[PÄJH[PVUPZWSHUULK-\Y[OLYPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OPZ^PSS
be released on www.advance.ch

In order to avoid the risk of deep stall with a wet glider the wing
should be braked as little as possible, and big ears not used at all. As
a further preventative measure apply moderate (25-40%) speed bar.
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Acrobatics
While developing the EPSILON 7 attention was concentrated on simWSPJP[`ZHML[`HUK\ZLYMYPLUKSPULZZ¶IV[OPUNLULYHS\ZLHUKÅ`PUN
behaviour.
Appropriate pilot skill and correct technique are essential in order to
successfully carry out the following manoeuvres - especially in the
L_WHUKLK^LPNO[YHUNL!>PUNV]LYZ/LSPJVW[LYZ;HPS.SPKL9L]LYZHS
and Asymmetric Spiral. The wing was tested to the usual 8g load factor, but is not specially strengthened for acro.
Be aware that dynamic manoeuvres put greater loading on the structure and can shorten the glider’s life. This means that a regular check
of the paraglider is essential for your safety. In addition there will be
the special requirements of your country to be observed.
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Maintenance, repairs and care
Packing
Pack your EPSILON 7 rib to rib, so that the plastic rods in the ribs at
[OLSLHKPUNLKNLSPLHZÅH[HZWVZZPISLVUVULHUV[OLYHSSH[[OLZHTL
height. This will prolong your EPSILON 7’s life and keep its fast and
L_JLSSLU[ÄSSPUNX\HSP[PLZH[[HRLVMM@V\ZOV\SKYHUKVTS`VMMZL[`V\Y
WHJRPUNJLU[YLSPULZV[OH[[OLÄUHSJOVYK^PZLMVSKPZUV[HS^H`ZHSVUN
same cell. Only pack and store a dry paraglider, and avoid unnecessary compressing and tight packing.
Care and maintenance
Ultraviolet light, heat, humidity, sea water, aggressive cleaning
agents, unsuitable storing and physical abuse (dragging across the
ground) speed up the ageing process.
;OLSPMLVMHWHYHNSPKLYJHUILL_[LUKLKZPNUPÄJHU[S`I`VIZLY]PUN[OL
MVSSV^PUNHK]PJL!
• Allow a wet or damp glider to dry by leaving it completely unpacked
at room temperature, or outside in the shade.
• If the glider gets wet with salt (sea) water rinse it thoroughly with
fresh water.

• Clean the glider only with fresh water, and a little neutral soap if
necessary. Do not use solvents under any circumstances.
• If the glider has been subjected to increased stress (such as a tree
landing) have it examined by an expert.
• Regularly remove sand, leaves, stones and snow from the cells.
Openings with Velcro closures are provided at the wing tips for this
purpose.
• Do not leave the glider out in the sun unnecessarily before and after
 ÅPNO[<=SPNO[
 +VUV[Z\IQLJ[[OLWHJRLKNSPKLY[VL_JLZZP]L[LTWLYH[\YLÅ\J[\H
tions, and do ensure adequate air circulation to prevent condensation forming.
• Do not drag the glider across the ground.
• When landing, make sure that the canopy does not fall on its leading edge.
What to do if the leading edge gets damaged?
If a plastic rod breaks or its seam rips the glider must be taken to an
ADVANCE checking facility where the rod can be replaced or sewn
back in. To guarantee a long lifespan it is important that the wing is
not allowed to fall on its leading edge after landing, otherwise the fabric can be damaged by abrasion. But mainly there is a risk, as in all
paragliders, that the crossports could tear.
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Check

Disposal

A new ADVANCE paraglider must be given a check every 24 months
`LHYZ>P[OPU[LUZP]L\ZL%Å`PUNOV\YZWLY`LHYVYL_JLZZP]LS`
KLTHUKPUN\ZLHUHUU\HSJOLJRPZULLKLKHM[LY[OLÄYZ[JOLJR>OLU
a check is carried out the condition of all materials is assessed in accordance with strict guidelines, and tested with great care. Finally the
overall condition of the glider is rated and recorded in a test report.
@V\JHUÄUKHKKP[PVUHSPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLJOLJRPU[OPZTHU\HSPU
the section «Service», or at www.advance.ch.

Environmental protection plays an important role in the selection of
materials and the manufacture of an ADVANCE product. We use only
non-toxic materials that are subjected to continuous quality and environmental impact assessments. When your paraglider reaches the
end of its useful life in a number of years’ time, please remove all metal
parts and dispose of the lines, canopy and risers in a waste incineration plant.

Repairs
As a general rule you should not attempt to repair a paraglider yourself. The various seams and lines are made with great precision, and,
for this reason, only the manufacturer or an authorised service centre
TH`Ä[PKLU[PJHSYLWSHJLTLU[WHY[ZVYYLWSHJLLU[PYLJLSSZ,_JLW[PVUZ
to this rule are the replacement of lines and the repair of small tears
(up to 5 cm) or holes in the fabric that may be glued with the selfadhesive ripstop included in the repair kit. After a repair, or the replacement of a line, the glider must always be opened out and checked on
[OLNYV\UKILMVYL[OLUL_[ÅPNO[
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Technical details
EPSILON 7
Flat surface
Projected surface
Recommanded takeoff weight 1
Increased takeoff weight 1,2
Glider weight
Aspect ratio
Projected aspect ratio
Span
Projected span
Number of cells
Number of risers
Max. chord
Min. chord
Riser lengths
Max. length of the lines with the risers
Min. speed 3
Trim speed 3
Max. speed 3
Trimmer
7HYHTV[VYJLY[PÄJH[PVU3;-
*LY[PÄJH[PVU

m2
mt
kg
kg

23
23.0
19.3
60-80
80-95
4.65

26
26.0
21.8
75-95
95-110
5.1

28
28.0
23.5
85-110
110-125
5.45

30
30.0
25.2
100-130
5.75

12.01
9.19

12.43
9.51

2.91
0.65
52
747

3.01
0.68
54
773

5.15
3.62
m
m

10.88
8.32

11.57
8.85
45
3+1

m
m
cm
cm
km/h
km/h
km/h

2.63
0.59
48
677

2.80
0.63
50
720
23 +/-1
38 +/-2
51 +/-2
no
planned
EN / LTF

7PSV[^PUNLX\PWTLU[-VYK`UHTPJÅ`PUNHUKVYIHZPJHJYVTHUVL\]YLZ
3 Values depend on wing loading, harness/pilot and glider size within the recommended takeoff weight ranges
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Materials used
We routinely inspect and test our materials many times over. Like all
ADVANCE products the EPSILON7 is designed and produced as a
result of the latest developments and knowledge. We have chosen
all the materials very carefully, under conditions of the strictest quality control.
Leading edge
Skytex 38 Universal 9017 E25, 38 g/m2
Top surface
Skytex 38 Universal 9017 E25, 38 g/m2
Bottom surface
DOMENICO DOKDO-20MF, 34 gr/m2
Supported ribs
:R`[L_/HYK , NT
Unsupported ribs
:R`[L_/HYK , NT

Leading and trailing edge reinforcement
Polyester laminate 20 mm
Lower leading edge reinforcement
Polyamid 16 mm
Suspension lines
• Edelrid Aramid 7343-280/230/190/140, covered, 1.8 / 1.7 / 1.5 /
1.3 mm (Base lines)
• Edelrid Aramid 8000/U, 90/70/50, uncovered, 0.8 / 0.7 / 0.5 mm
(Upper storey)
• Liros Dyneema, DSL 70 / DFL 115, covered, 0.95 / 1.3 mm
(Brake lines)
• Liros Dyneema, DFLP 232, covered 1,9 mm (brake lines)
Risers
Polyester 13 mm
Quicklinks
Maillon Rapide, Inox stainless, 3.5 mm S12
Stitching thread
Polyester
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*LY[PÄJH[PVU
;OL,7:0365OHZ,5HUK3;-)JLY[PÄJH[PVU;OL[LZ[YLWVY[ZJHU
be downloaded from www.advance.ch.
*LY[PÄJH[PVUYH[PUNZJHUVUS`WYV]PKLSPTP[LKPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[HWHYHNSPKLY»ZÅ`PUNILOH]PV\YPU[OLYTHSS`HJ[P]LHUK[\YI\SLU[HPY;OL
JLY[PÄJH[PVUNYHKPUNPZIHZLKWYPTHYPS`VUWYV]VRLKL_[YLTLÅPNO[
manoeuvres in calm air.
During the development of an ADVANCE paraglider, the emphasis is
ÄYZ[HUKMVYLTVZ[VUÅ`PUNILOH]PV\YHUKOHUKSPUNHUKUV[L_JS\ZP]LS`VU[OLJLY[PÄJH[PVU[LZ[;OLYLZ\S[PZH^LSSYV\UKLKWYVK\J[
^P[O[OLMHTPSPHY(+=(5*,OHUKSPUN5L]LY[OLSLZZ[OLJLY[PÄJH[PVU
YH[PUNVJJ\WPLZHZPNUPÄJHU[WYVWVY[PVUVM[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ[OH[OH]L
to be met.
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Service
ADVANCE Service Center
ADVANCE operates two company-owned service centres that carry
out checks and repairs of all types. The workshops based in SwitzerSHUKHUK-YHUJLHYLVMÄJPHSTHPU[LUHUJLVWLYH[PVUZ^OPJOOH]L
THU``LHYZ»L_WLYPLUJLHUKPUKLW[OWYVK\J[ZWLJPÄJL_WLY[PZL;OL
ADVANCE worldwide service network includes other authorised service
centres that provide the same services. All service facilities use origPUHS(+=(5*,TH[LYPHSZL_JS\ZP]LS`@V\JHUÄUKHSSPUMVYTH[PVUVU
checks and repairs and the relevant addresses at www.advance.ch.

• download an application form in PDF format which you can use
when sending your glider in for a check at ADVANCE.
 ÄUKHUHUZ^LY[VHI\YUPUNX\LZ[PVUHTVUN[OL-(8Z
(Frequently Asked Questions).
• subscribe to the ADVANCE Newsletter so that you will be regularly
informed by e-mail about news and products.
It is well worth visiting the ADVANCE website regularly because the
range of services offered is continuously being expanded.
Warranty

The ADVANCE website
([^^^HK]HUJLJO`V\^PSSÄUKKL[HPSLKPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[(+=(5*,
and its products, as well as useful addresses which you can contact
if you have any questions.
(TVUN[OL[OPUNZ`V\^PSSILHISL[VKVVU[OL^LIZP[LHYL!
• complete the warranty card online up to 10 days after purchasing
 [OLNSPKLYLUHISPUN`V\[VLUQV`[OLM\SSILULÄ[ZVM[OL(+=(5*,
warranty.
 ÄUKV\[HIV\[UL^ZHML[`YLSH[LKRUV^SLKNLHUKHK]PJLJVUJLYU
ing ADVANCE products.

0UVYKLY[VLUQV`[OLM\SSILULÄ[ZVM[OL(+=(5*,^HYYHU[``V\HYL
requested to complete the relevant form on the website in the
«Warranty» section within 10 days of purchase.
As part of the ADVANCE warranty, we undertake to rectify any defects
in our products that are attributable to manufacturing faults. In order
MVYH^HYYHU[`JSHPT[VILTHKL(+=(5*,T\Z[ILUV[PÄLKPTTLdiately on discovery of a defect and the defective product sent in for
inspection. The manufacturer will then decide how a possible manuMHJ[\YPUNMH\S[PZ[VILYLJ[PÄLKYLWHPYYLWSHJLTLU[VMWHY[ZVYYLWSHJL
ment of the product). This warranty is valid for three years from the
date of purchase of the product.
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The ADVANCE warranty does not cover any claim other than those
listed above. Claims in respect of damage resulting from careless or
incorrect use of the product (e.g. inadequate maintenance, unsuitable
storage, overloading, exposure to extreme temperatures, etc.) are
expressly excluded. The same applies to damage attributable to an
accident or normal wear and tear.
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List of parts

Nylon Wyres
Longitudinal straps

Cells

Winglet

Velcro openings
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Lineplan
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Risers
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Big Ears System
Pulley speed system
Quick link
Magnetic clips
Swivel
Speed-Performance-Indicator (SPI)
SPI-Scale (Back of the D-risers)

5

7
6
4

2

3
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Bowline knot
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